
 

 

 

HEADMASTER’S NEWSLETTER 

 

Friday 27th November 2020 

 

Headmaster’s Assembly 

Joined by Year 3 in the Assembly Hall on Monday, I spoke about the value of looking out for those who 
are perhaps not having the best day. Spontaneous acts of kindness can be very impactful. 

I talked about the recent story of the Spanish athlete, Diego Méntrida, who sacrificed third place in the 
Barcelona 2020 Triathlon. British athlete, James Teagle, was on the verge of taking bronze when he 
missed the finish chute in the final stages of the race and crashed into a barrier, enabling the Spaniard 
to overtake him.  Méntrida noticed Teagle’s error and, recognising that his competitor should indeed 
be placed ahead of him, he paused to allow James Teagle to cross for a podium place. 

This spontaneous gesture by a rival who stopped on the finish line to allow another athlete to 
overtake him, displayed a remarkable, spontaneous gesture of thoughtfulness and kindness. I asked 
the boys to see whether they might be able to take advantage of any opportunities to be 
spontaneously kind to another boy or to a teacher. 

I was also delighted to announce the Year 3 Model Pyramid Competition winners. An impressive 36 
boys entered the competition over half term. An array of photos of the mini architects holding their 
models is displayed in the Nathan Ross building. I presented the following boys with a book prize and 
plus points in recognition of their tremendously creative efforts. 

 
 

 
 

Congratulations to the overall winner: Finn Guganeswaran  
  
With joint runners up: Charlie Day, Caspar Hart, Wilbur Jones, Daniel Liu, Roshan Patel, Aiyan Sheth, 
Mats Silverstone and Lachie Wilson-Papps.  
  



We were joined by talented musicians Ben Clarke, who played the Trombone, and Jasper Boulanger, 

who played the violin, before and after I spoke in assembly. Wonderful performances, thank you boys.  

Year 6 Project-based Learning (PBL) Assembly 

This term, Year 6 have been following the UK voyage of Darwin200, a tall ship called the Pelican of 

London, which sailed around the UK from Folkestone, around the North of Scotland isles and back to 

dock at London. Whilst conducting the voyage, the crew completed a UK Sea Ocean check. The Year 6 

boys were doing the same whilst also researching concerns in our seas and making a project to 

present to the rest of the group. The following boys discussed the projects that they have been 

researching during assembly on Wednesday: 

Luke Adam, Charlie Birch and Adam Davies  - Plastic Pollution 

Thomas Hill, Anthony Howard and Alex Peace -   Plastic Polution 

Amar Shar and Chris Song - Saving whales and dolphins  

Carter Jenkinson, Joshua Lyons and Philip Mikkelsen  - Coral Reef  

Well done to all the boys and to Sebastian Foulger, Toby McIlroy, Ollie Norris and Luke Williams, who 

also introduced and rounded up the assembly wonderfully. 

Talented Year 8 musician, Alfie Mitchell, played the clarinet beautifully at the end of the assembly.  

Tutor Session Report by Mr Eaves, Head of Pastoral Care 

This week during No Screen Tutor Tuesday the Year 8 boys took a chance to hone their debating skills. 

Here are some of the questions considered by the boys, so please do ask them about decisions they 

reached! 

Can we replace teachers with computers? Is exploring space really important? Are zoos beneficial to 
animals in any way? What is the need to have the Olympics? Does there need to be a change in the 
age for voting?  

In Year 7 tutor group WR focussed on riddles and the boys enjoyed the opportunity to test their brains 
and problem-solve first thing in the morning.  

Year 6CN reflected on how their year has gone so far. In what has been a very different year for all of 
us, the boys considered the new experiences that they have enjoyed and how much progress they 
have made this term.  

Tutor Group 5KF were treated to a presentation by Piers Parladorio, in which he explained how he has 
learnt to cook a delicious katsu curry, challenging the rest of the form to do the same.  

 
Head of Year Commendations 
 
Year 3 
Pharrell Asare-Tawiah – for his helpfulness and always having a friendly smile on his face. 

Charlie Day – for his impressive DT work this term. 

Daniel Liu– for taking on feedback well and trying hard to consistently demonstrate positive 

behaviour.  

William McNamara – for having an excellent, hardworking attitude towards his learning. 

Casper Morgan – for his excellent attitude and work in English this term. 

Reiss Patel – for trying hard to make positive behaviour choices. 

Roshan Patel – for consistently demonstrating exemplary behaviour and an excellent attitude to work. 

Zak Snyman – for showing real resilience during his time of online learning. 



Year 4 

Sam Cruise - for good effort, work ethic and attitude in maths. 

Harry Grosvenor - for receiving the most nominations in the Year 4 bucketful of kindness and 

becoming one of our first kindness ambassodors. 

Wilfred Heilpern - for being nominated in the Year 4 bucketful of kindness a number of times. 

Oliver Hill - for being nominated in the Year 4 bucketful of kindness a number of times. 

Avi Johal - for being nominated in the Year 4 bucketful of kindness a number of times. 

Joseph Lowery - for being nominated in the Year 4 bucketful of kindness a number of times. 

Ethan Luo - for receiving the most nominations in the Year 4 bucketful of kindness and becoming one 

of our first kindness ambassodors. 

Jonty Rae - for being nominated in the Year 4 bucketful of kindness a number of times. 

William Sayers - for receiving the most nominations in the Year 4 bucketful of kindness and becoming 

one of our first kindness ambassodors and producing a fantastic Powerpoint presentation and 

delivering it to each Year 4 tutor group. 

Aneesh Agrawal, Charles Brain, Oliver Campbell, Jack Dickinson, Zane Galaun, Oliver Garbutt, Oliver 

Hill, Pip Mitchell, James Morris, Simon Morris, Hugo Norris, Conor O’Kelly, Yigit Pazarceviren, Daniel 

Prisyazhnyuk, Rory Reynolds, Kevin Ruo and Jack Wright – for their conscientious and consistently 

positive approach to history lessons throughout the autumn term 2020. 

Chris Cornelsen, Charlie Fox and Hamish Innes – for their conscientious approach and the positive 

example he has set in history lessons throughout the autumn term 2020. 

Year 5 

Oscar Freeman – for outstanding attitude to learning in Latin and TPR. 

Alexander Das Wermes – for his commitment and enthusiasm in French. 

Adam Dizayee - for his fantastic effort and participation in geography. 

Jack Doyle - for outstanding progress in art this term. 

Piers Parladorio - for superb drawings in art, especially his Christmas card which was truly excellent. 

Ludo Hart - for excellent progress in a variety of subjects and hard work in general. 

Alp Kaya - for outstanding effort in maths, improvements in focus and super application to learning. 

Christopher Crowley - for completing extra work about the structure of the earth in geography and 

talking about it in class. 

Oscar Sharp - for showing determination in his geography work and excellent participation in class. 

Leo Foulger - for excellent attitude to learning and super presentation skills in maths. 

Ronan McNamara - for excellent attitude to learning and super presentation skills in maths. 

 

Year 6 

Alexander Woodford - has been commended for fantastic commitment to his history project. 

Charlie Vignon - has been commended for outstanding effort and progress in English. 

George Hall - has been commended for fantastic engagement and hard work with online learning. 

Jaeden Ford - has been commended for fantastic commitment to the eco committee by creating a bee 

and bug box. 

William Clarke - has been commended for fantastic effort and progress in English. 

Anthony Howard - has been commended for fantastic attitude and progress in games and P.E. 

Charlie Hulme - has been commended for showing kindness and helpfulness towards others.  

 



Year 7: 

Austin Comerford – all round excellent effort and positive attitude in everything he does at SHS. 

Caspar Maxwell Randeria – excellent attitude and effort in games. 

Shayan Khurshid - excellent attitude and effort in games. 

Luke Morris - excellent attitude and effort in French. 

Leo Ridge - excellent attitude and commitment to music. 

Edward Lyons – positive attitude and engagement in tutor sessions. 

Year 8: 

Jasper Cole - for his attitude, application and excellent work ethic in science. 

Oliver Hussey - for his attitude, application and excellent work ethic in French. 

Plus Prizes 

Congratulations to the following boys who have received their first plus prizes: 

Drake: Zach Hitchins, Conor O’Kelly, Felix Samuels and Lachie Wilson-Papps.  

Grenville: Cameron Bell, Christian Dickinson, Liam Gopal, Shayan Khurshid, Jed Lloyd and William 

Sayers. 

Nelson: Thomas Cox, Ruairidh Macgregor Watson and Luke Williams. 

Raleigh: Angad Mohinta. 

 

House Scores: 

Drake:    52               Nelson:   50                Grenville:   49                  Raleigh:   48 

 

Year 7 Concert 

We are delighted to be able to share the Year 7 Concert, which was recorded last week, click here.  

Not only is the standard of performance at an excellent level, but the pride and engagement of the 

boys is wonderfully impressive. Thank you to the parents of the self-isolating boys, who recorded 

performances at home to ensure their sons were part of this virtual event; the show goes on!   

Sports Report by Mr Davison, Director of Sport 

It may be a little early to highlight and celebrate all that has been achieved on the sporting front this 

term? That said, planning for the boys’ final Assemblies is in full swing and it has been lovely to be 

reminded of the events that have driven the participation, fun, competition and sporting development 

of the boys over the past weeks. These include House cricket, House pentathlon, House football, Tutor 

football, cross-country, the SHS-IAPS virtual football challenge and the SHS-IAPS home challenge (still 

running – see below). 

Rugby continues apace and this week has seen all the boys reacquaint themselves with the sport – 

developing the technical skills to perform well, and playing a myriad of small-sided games. Playing games 

is so vital to their sporting (and other!) development. Adapting the rules and conditions of games (and 

in so doing challenging the pupils to adapt and problem-solve) is certainly of great benefit. The social 

and values-driven opportunity of collaborating and performing in team games cannot be 

underestimated.  

A hearty “well-done” to all the boys and staff who have raised awareness and funds for Movember – a 

wonderful charity highlighting and supporting the mental and physical health of men. Mr Doble has led 

the staff team in growing a moustache (and encouraging others (varied success!) to do the same) and 

Mrs Bishop has cajoled and persuaded many staff to join her in walking, running and cycling 60km this 

month. Please see the school’s Twitter feed @shrewsburyhouse to support the staff team. The boys also 

have been challenged by Mr Doble to get active in support – the SHS-IAPS event (see below) is a great 

https://vimeo.com/481715275/2c4ac329e8


way for them to record their efforts. The planned virtual cycle to Ypres remains a target for the staff but 

will be rescheduled for a “post-lockdown” day. Thank you to all of you who have supported the boys, 

staff and Movember this month. 

The SHS-IAPS home challenge (all details on the boys’ GoogleClassroom -Sport) is still live – please do 

encourage your sons to have a go. Do also consider following @SHSsport1865. If you do Tweet a 

celebration of your son’s participation in the above event then please do tag @SHSsport1865, 

@IAPSsport and #TEDVE. 

Stay active, stay healthy, stay safe. 

Team of the Week 

The sports Team of the Week is selected by all sports staff. Selection reflects recognition of pupils who 

have displayed a positive and focused attitude to their sport during the week. Once fixtures 

commence, it is possible that boys' performance in school matches is also recognised. Energy, effort, 

positivity, kindness and support of others are all traits that inform selection for Team of the Week. 

Junior Team of the Week 

Andrew Botoulas, Cameron Bell, Elias Cape, Zach Hitchins, Thomas Jupp, Stanley Liu, Jed Lloyd, Joseph 
Lowery, William McNamara, Raphael Mungavin, Alexander Nielsen, Hugo Norris, George Russell, Harry 
Sargent, William Sayers and Thomas Sykes. 

Team of the Week 

JJ Agarwal, Daniel Casebourne, Luther Dent, Ronny Dogra, Joe Hackshall, Milo Hamilton-Raimondi, 
Henry Hulme, Carter Jenkinson, Ethan Koller, Digby Lane, Conrad Lai, Rafferty Maclarnon, Henry 
McNamara, Seva Musatov, Tom Noble, Oliver Rees, Robert Richards, Leo Ridge, Alexander Senny and 
Jax Winterbottom. 

 

Outside Achievement 

Congratulations to Nilay Sagoo, Year 7 for achieving a Distinction by ABRSM in his recent Grade 5 

Piano Performance Exam that he took during October half-term, when he also had to focus on exams. 

Well done Nilay. 

 

SHOBS 

It’s so wonderful to hear about how our old boys continue to excel; Rafe Buxton performed a brilliant 

trumpet solo in the latest Cranleigh School Music Concert. Forward to the second performance - 3.35 

seconds into video - Click here to watch. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M2TL9p8pG5k&feature=youtu.be


Future Schools Information 

 
To register for this event please click here 

Have a wonderful weekend! 
 
Kevin Doble 

Headmaster       

https://www.ampleforth.org.uk/college/event/why-board-e-open-evening

